Oita's Beppu Onsen is Japan's No.1 hot spring resort

Local cuisine typical of the hot spring prefecture

Worth a visit! Yufuin Onsen is the hot spring resort of your dreams

Forest therapy in Oita

Yufuin Onsen

Kabeyu Onsen

Magical cave bath with fireflies in the summer

Yufugawa Gorge

Tadewara Wetlands

Oita Prefectural Art Museum (OPAM)

Oita Prefectural Marine Palace Aquarium (OPAM)
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This service is available for international tourists. The interpretation service will help answer questions about sightseeing and transportation!

Visa: International cards are accepted. Visa and Mastercards

For information on international cards or going to Oita is not available. For handling, please contact us: 092-687-6639

Oita: Japan's best hot spring hot spot © Full of flavors
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Okubungo Onsenkyo boasts a diverse range of hot springs, including those nestled in the castle town, historic open-air baths along the river, and expansive plateau hot springs.

**Places to visit**

Richly diverse Okubungo Onsenkyo

Okubungo Onsenkyo is known as a treasure trove of hot springs. Over 150 hot springs and onsenburo (hot spring inns) offer a variety of spring qualities. Bungo, along with Beppu and Yufuin, one of the three major hot springs of Kyushu, is a hotspot for hot spring enthusiasts. Amagase Onsen is known for its “Suikyo” hot spring, which is renowned for its healing properties.

**Nippo Beach area**

Feel the sea breeze as you drive along the Nippo Beach.

The area is packed with seafood from the Bungo Channel.

**Places to visit**

Try every seafood dish

The Bungo Channel, with its unique seafood cuisine, is one of the best fishing spots in Japan. Try the delicious, fresh seafood locally sourced for its freshness. Enjoy various seafood specialties in small towns, such as Taketa’s famous oyster and Usuki’s popular pufferfish.

**Kyushu Olle Okubungo Trail**

The Olle Trail begins at Anji Station in Bungo-Ono. The 12 km route takes you through the scenic landscape, passing by Yajiro Park, Fuku Temple, and Taketa’s Oka Castle ruins before ending in Hinosawa near Bungo Taketa Station.

Enjoy the rare, highly concentrated carbonated springs!

Kusu Nakatsu Hita

Hita is a city known for its hot springs and as the economic, and cultural centre of Kyushu.

**Kyushu Olle Saiki Onyu Island trail**

The 10.5 km trail takes you through Penunka, Kunisaki, and Saiki areas. From the lookout, you can enjoy panoramic views of Saiki Bay and the city of Saiki.

Enjoy the best carbonated springs in Japan!

Nagayu

The Onsen town is famous for its best carbonated springs. The hot spring inns are situated in the natural forest, providing a serene and healing atmosphere.

Hita Yaba areas

**Places to visit**

A hot spring spa by the river

Hita Yaba areas.

A hot spring spa by the river

Hita Yaba areas.

**Kyushu Olle Hita Yaba trail**

The Hita Yaba trail is a 40 km walk that takes you through the scenic landscape, passing by Harajiri Falls, Aso no Domon, and Usuki’s famous pufferfish.
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**Kusumi**

**Places to visit**

**African Safari**

African Safari is a popular attraction for visitors who want to see a wide range of African wildlife. The safari includes a drive through the savannah, where you can spot a variety of animals such as lions, giraffes, and elephants.

**Kyushu Olle Kusumi trail**

The Kyushu Olle trail is a 30 km walk that takes you through the scenic landscape, passing by Harajiri Falls, Aso no Domon, and Usuki’s famous pufferfish.

**Kusumi**

Usa and Kunisaki areas

**Places to visit**

Millennial Romance of Joyonoki

Usa and Kunisaki are steeped in history. Culture and landscapes that have endured the test of time still allow you to enjoy them to the fullest. Joyonoki is one of the most scenic areas in Kunisaki, with its beautiful landscapes and rich cultural heritage.

**Kyushu Olle Kunisaki Hanto Minemichi Long Trail**

The 10.5 km trek takes you through various towns in Kunisaki. Enjoy the natural scenery as you hike along the trails. From the lookout, you can enjoy panoramic views of the mountains and the sea.

**Kusumi**
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